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Connect your iPod or iPod mini to your Mac or PC
Here's just what you need to know to have music wherever you go!      

Music is the language of love, and now both Mac and Windows lovers can jam with iPod! This handy guide shows you how to set up your iPod, load songs (legally), edit playlists, find your way around the iTunes music store, and most importantly, play your music. You'll even find out how your iPod can keep notes, contacts, and appointments like a PDA!      

Discover How To      

	Shop at the iTunes music store
	Choose the best bit rate for importing your music
	Share songs between Macs and PCs
	Organize your songs and playlists
	Add music from tape, vinyl, or CD


About the Author

   Tony Bove and Cheryl Rhodes are the authors of more than a dozen books on computing, desktop publishing, and multimedia. Tony is also a composer and touring musician.
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3D Imaging, Analysis and ApplicationsSpringer, 2012

	3D Imaging, Analysis and Applications brings together core topics, both in terms of well-established fundamental techniques and the most promising recent techniques in the exciting field of 3D imaging and analysis. Many similar techniques are being used in a variety of subject areas and applications and the authors attempt to unify a...
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Machine Translation: Its Scope and LimitsSpringer, 2008
Machine Translation (MT) is both an engineering technology and a measure of all things to do with languages and computers—whenever a new theory of language or linguistics is offered, an important criteria for its success is whether or not it will improve machine translation.
This book presents a history of machine translation (MT) from...
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Google Hacking for Penetration Testers, Volume 2Syngress Publishing, 2007
A self-respecting Google hacker spends hours trolling the Internet for juicy stuff. Firing off search after search, they thrive on the thrill of finding clean, mean, streamlined queries and get a real rush from sharing those queries and trading screenshots of their findings. I know because Ive seen it with my own eyes. As the founder of the Google...
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Microsoft Outlook 2010: Complete (Shelly Cashman)Course Technology PTR, 2010

	The Shelly Cashman Series® offers the fi nest textbooks in computer education. We are
	proud that since Mircosoft Offi ce 4.3, our series of Microsoft Offi ce textbooks have been
	the most widely used books in education. With each new edition of our Offi ce books,
	we make signifi cant improvements based on the software and comments...
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Self-Service Linux(R) : Mastering the Art of Problem Determination (Bruce Perens' Open Source)Prentice Hall, 2005
"This welcome addition to the Linux bookshelf provides real  insight into the black-art of debugging. All too often debugging books  concentrate solely on the tools but this book avoids that pitfall by  concentrating on examples. The authors dissect and discuss each example in  detail; in so doing they give invaluable...
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The Theory of Matrices in Numerical AnalysisDover Publications, 1975
This book represents an effort to select and present certain aspects of the theory of matrices that are most useful in developing and appraising computational methods for solving systems of linear equations (including the inversion of matrices) and for finding characteristic roots. The solution of linear inequalities and the problems of linear...
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